
Use Microsoft 365 for 
external file sharing and 
content collaboration
Organizations have already adopted  
Microsoft 365 to share and store their 
data; however, for many the native 
controls available to securely share data 
externally are not enough. As a result, 
these organizations disable guest access 
to Teams and external file sharing from 
OneDrive and SharePoint Online. This 
forces the continued use of costly and 
complex point solutions for external 
file sharing.

e-Share provides the required rights 
management, authentication integration,  
and a simple branded user experience,  
to enable the use of Microsoft 365  
for external file sharing and modern  
collaboration (e.g., co-authoring). This  
is accomplished without turning on 
guest access or external file sharing.

Significantly reduce data 
security risk by 80% without 
changing user behavior
Let’s face it, the most common file 
sharing tool is email. With 3.9 billion 
email users, this innate behavior is 
not going to change. While attempts 
have been made to block/encrypt 
attachments, these friction-based 
solutions hinder productivity and do  
little to reduce the organization’s risk. 

e-Share converts attachments into 
links without users having to change 
behavior. 80% of recipients will not 
download the attachments from your 
M365 tenant, even given the right.  
By sharing attachments through links, 
organizations can meet business  
needs without giving files away forever.

Extend Zero Trust policies 
to include external 
collaborations
A Zero Trust security strategy that 
emphasizes least privilege access 
has become the standard security 
model for organizations. While many 
of these policies focus on internal 
access, organizations have struggled 
to extend the same policies to external 
collaborators. 

e-Share applies Zero Trust policies  
by extending to recipients the least 
amount of rights required, based on  
MIP sensitivity labels where available,  
to meet the business need when files 
are necessarily shared externally.

e-Share is a SECURE DATA COLLABORATION SOLUTION that allows users to easily share files and 
collaborate on content with external parties using Microsoft 365, including Outlook, Teams, SharePoint 
Online and OneDrive. e-Share provides organizations the control and visibility required to satisfy regulatory 
requirements and internal policies regarding the protection of regulated and proprietary data.

Securely Share Data  
with Customers, Partners and  
Suppliers Using Microsoft 365
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About Us

e-Share’s mission is to simplify secure collaboration with customers, partners and suppliers. e-Share enables organizations to use 
Microsoft 365 (e.g. OneDrive, SharePoint and Teams) for external file sharing and content collaboration while providing the data 
protection controls they need to manage file access, rights and permissions.

Extend Microsoft Information Protection (MIP) to  
external parties

• Control external access based on MIP sensitivity labels

• Track activities based on document sensitivity

• Tie least privilege policies to external file sharing

Consolidate your external file sharing onto M365

• Eliminate the cost and complexity of point solutions

• Boost user productivity by using familiar productivity tools

• Improve data governance by eliminating duplication and 
competing versions of files

“ We have N users that need to share files with  
X external parties over Y channels; e-Share is  
the hub to allow this to happen freely, securely  
and without collaboration choke points.”  
Fortune 50 CISO

“ The is the first-time security recommended a product  
my users love.” Fortune 500 CTO

“ What would take me 50 hours in a SIEM, I can get  
from e-Share reports in seconds.” Global 2000  
Head of Information Protection

Additional Reasons to Enable e-Share

Reasons Organizations Combine e-Share with Microsoft 365 for Secure Data Collaboration

Finer-grained control over shared files that work 
with anyone, anywhere without the friction of 
Microsoft RMS encryption

Users can self-serve their external file sharing 
needs in a way that is easily controllable and 
auditable by the organization

Requires no guest account provisioning 
and, with OpenID support, recipients can 
authenticate using existing credentials

Many unique features for external file 
sharing (e.g., on demand file sharing into 
your organization by external parties)

100% custom branding eliminates recipient 
phishing concerns and the link blocking 
common with OneDrive and SharePoint 
Online links

Out of the box analytics in Power BI for 
business leaders and service owners that 
are easily accessible as well as actionable


